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CHAPTER II

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

To evaluate whether Bode analysis is a reasonable power system modeling technique, I will present

and analyze a series of test cases using MATLAB and Simulink software. This chapter presents

background to explain the mathematical concepts applied in these test cases.

Classical Linear System Theory and Bode Analysis

This section explores mathematical theory related to a single-input, single-output (SISO) system

[17]. Such a system F of order n can be represented as a state-space model by

ẋ = Ax+Bu (II.1)

y = Cx+Du (II.2)

and can be modeled as a transfer function by

y = Gu. (II.3)

In classical linear system theory, system input is labeled u and its output is labeled y. By definition

in a SISO system, both u and y are scalars. While u and y can certainly be complex numbers, this

analysis assumes that u and y are real numbers.

In state-space representation, the relationship between u and y is mediated by n state-space vari-

ables contained in the x matrix [17]. The derivatives of these variables, ẋ, is represented as a linear

combination of the state-space variables and input u, as modified by matrices A and B. The output

y is also determined by a linear combination of the state-space variables, and the input u. However,

in this analysis, it is assumed there is no direct throughput between u and y, so D is set to 0.
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Through Bode analysis, open-loop frequency plots of system magnitude and phase can be gener-

ated. The fundamental concept of Bode analysis holds that a sinusoidal input at a given frequency

will result in a steady-state output sine wave with a set multiplication factor and a constant added

phase shift [17]. The corresponding multiplication factors and phase shifts can then be plotted

against frequency. These graphs are known as Bode magnitude and phase plots respectively, and

the frequency and amplitude components are often plotted in a log scale. When amplitude is rep-

resented as logarithm, its unit is called a decibel, abbreviated dB.

Once Bode plots are generated for a system, a transfer function can be easily estimated. This

property stems from only one pair of magnitude and phase Bode plots corresponding to one open-

loop transfer function G, and the impossibility for two distinct open-loop transfer functions to

correspond to the same Bode plots [17]. Thus, it seems feasible to generate transfer function

models from Bode analysis of a power system.

One problem arises in comparing state-space and transfer function models: a single transfer func-

tion model can be represented by an infinite number of state-space models [17]. Thus, even if it

is feasible to generate transfer function models from Bode analysis, it may prove difficult to ade-

quately compare transfer function models with available state-space models. One solution would

be to start with some initial state-space model of the system, and use the Bode analysis results to

validate the state-space model and tune key system parameters.

Linear Filtering Concepts

The purpose of a linear filter is to map a signal, in the form of a piecewise continuous function f,

into another signal f̃ [18]. Such a filter is linear when it satisfies additivity and homogeneity:

Additivity : L[ f +g] = L[ f ]+L[g] (II.4)

Homogeneity : L[cF ] = c∗L[ f ], (II.5)
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where f and g are signals, and c is a constant [18].

In this work, such filters will be used to separate a set of specific target frequencies by using a

narrow pass band. To accomplish this feat, a MATLAB implementation of finite impulse response

(FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters will be utilized. Though there are important dif-

ferences between the two types, especially in physical implementation, they will be used inter-

changeably for the same purpose here. When implementing band-pass filters using MATLAB’s

designfilt command, four key parameters must be set: the lower stopband frequency, the lower

passband frequency, the upper passband frequency, and the upper stopband frequency [19]. These

parameters define the bands that will be passed and stopped by the filter, as well as the small zones

between the passband and the stopbands [19]. Additionally, the stopband attenuation factor and

the passband ripple must be set. These features correspond to the amount of attenuation applied

to the stop band and the amount of amplitude ripple in the bands passed through the filter. If there

is too much of a passband ripple, then the amplitude relationships among the frequencies in the

passband will be distorted [19].

One drawback of such filtering is that, even with high quality FIR and IIR filters, there will still be

an amplitude multiplier and induced phase shift at a given frequency [19]. However, this problem

can be avoided when creating Bode plots by subjecting both the input and output to the same filter

before taking the ratios of their amplitudes and comparing phase shifts. If we assume the inputs

and outputs are sine waves of a uniform frequency, we can represent them as phasors with form

A∠φ , (II.6)

where A is the magnitude of the phase shift and φ is the shift angle.
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If the linear filter induces a magnitude shift b and phase shift φshi f t to both the phasor input and the

phasor output, then the ratio of these phasors generates a new phasor with

Magnitude :
b∗Aout put

b∗Ainput
=

Aout put

Ainput
(II.7)

Phase : (φout +φshi f t)− (φin +φshi f t) = φout−φin, (II.8)

which corresponds to the correct Bode magnitude and phase ratios between input and output.

Therefore, the filtered input and output can be directly compared at each frequency to construct

the Bode plots.

Fast Fourier Transform

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a special case of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in

which a more efficient calculation algorithm is used [18]. The DFT is itself a special form of the

Fourier Transform applied to a sampled, rather than continuous, signal [18]. Since the computation

algorithm is not of importance in this work, this section will focus on providing an intuitive under-

standing of the DFT and FFT and how they can be converted to produce a single-sided frequency

spectrum for a signal.

The definition of the DFT is given by [18]:

ŷk =
n−1

∑
j=0

y j ∗ w̄ jk, (II.9)

where w̄ relates to the angular frequency, scaled by a width factor related to the number of samples

and current sample number. The sequence ŷk represents the transformed values of the sampled

time signal y j into the frequency domain.
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This set of values and their frequency components w̄ can then be plotted to obtain an estimate of

the two-sided frequency spectrum of the signal y. This plot will be accurate for frequencies which

are much lower than the sampling rate [18]. For a real-valued sample, this two-sided frequency

spectrum will by symmetric around its center and contain both positive and negative frequency

values [20]. This sample can then be converted to a single-sided power spectrum by cutting it in

half (to limit to positive frequencies) and by multiplying the remaining ŷk values by 2 [18,20]. The

amplitude spectrum can then be generated by taking square root of the power spectrum values at

each frequency.

Once a one-sided amplitude spectrum is generated for system input and output composed of a

sum of sinusoids, the Bode amplitude plot can be generated by taking a ratio of input and output

magnitudes at each frequency.

White Noise

White noise is a collection of random random variables with a constant power spectral density

[21,22]. It receives special attention in this work, because it is assumed that the deviations from

equilibrium present in standard power system operation can be modeled as white noise. Since

unbounded white noise would have infinite power, this work deals with band-limited white noise,

with a large band that covers all frequency ranges of interest [21].

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the desired signal’s power to the power

of the unwanted noise [23]:

SNR =
Powersignal

Powernoise
, (II.10)

where power is tied to the square of the signal amplitudes.
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SNR is useful for roughly assessing the amount of noise present in the system, and will be used to

quantify the effects of noise on the results of Bode analysis.

Kalman Filtering

A Kalman Filter will be used to attempt to account for the effects of white noise present in the

system on the results of Bode analysis. Therefore, some background is provided to describe the

basic functions of Kalman Filtering, knowledge required to implement the Kalman Filter, and some

key equations.

The function of a linear Kalman Filter is to estimate the current state of a system from noisy

data, and predict noise-free output measurements [24]. This estimation is achieved recursively,

and intended to optimize the parameters to optimize the least squares error in the face of Gaussian

white noise [24]. It is assumed a state-space model of the system exists in the form of (II.1) and

(II.2), with a new form to account for noise:

ẋ = Ax+Bu+V (II.11)

y = Cx+W, (II.12)

where W and V represent the contributions from measurement and process white noise, respec-

tively [24]. When discretized to account for a finite sampling rate, the equations appears in the

form [24]:

x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k)+V(k) (II.13)

y(k) = Cx(k) (II.14)

z(k) = Cx(k)+W(k), (II.15)
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where z(k) is the observed measurement for sample k. When a new sample arrives, the estimate of

the system state is adjusted according to the equation [24]:

x(k+1|k+1) = x(k+1|k)+W(k+1)V(k+1), (II.16)

where V(k+1) is the measurement residual given by [24]:

V(k+1) = z(k+1)z(k+1|k). (II.17)

Then, W(k+1) is termed the Kalman Filter gain [24], which determined at each step by applying

knowledge about noise, state and prediction error covariance [24].

Therefore, to implement Kalman Filtering, there must be an existing state-space system model

and knowledge about the covariance of process and measurement noises [24]. In this work, it is

assumed that these noise covariances are known.
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

 

Starting with a simplistic preliminary test case, a series of increasingly complex approaches are 

proposed to generate accurate system magnitude and phase Bode plots in MATLAB using 

synthetic system data from Simulink. Keeping in mind the small signal rotor stability problem 

[3], all the generated Bode magnitude and phase plots target from 0.1-2 Hz. 

 

Preliminary Test Case 

Using linear system theory, it should be possible to generate system Bode plots from applying a 

sine wave input with known amplitude and phase and observing the amplitude and phase of the 

resulting steady-state output sine wave [17]. If this process is repeated at given frequency 

intervals, an estimate of the system Bode phase and magnitude plots should be generated. 

 

To test this theory, a simple transfer function system model was constructed in Simulink. A 

series of 19 sine wave inputs was applied, with frequencies from 0.1 to 2 Hz and a step size of 

0.1 Hz. The resulting output sine wave were observed on the oscilloscope, and the phase angle 

and amplitude shifts were recorded. These results were then used to generate Bode magnitude 

and phase plots presented in the Results section. 

 

Description of the Test System 

In all cases but the single sine wave method, the system used to generate data is a 4-generator, 

28th order, linearized, state-space MATLAB model. Each generator was represented by a 7th-
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order dynamic model, without considering dynamics from other components in the system. The 

system was linearized around an operating point, and input and output data was sampled at 60 

Hz. The system input was the generator 1 voltage regulator setpoint, and the system output was 

the bus frequency at generator 1. 

 

This model was developed by former Texas A&M graduate student Yang Chen, and used in 

[12]. It is shown visually in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of the Test System 

 

Test Cases 

Case 1: Bode Analysis Using 19 Sine Waves 

This approach carries out Bode plot generation in “one shot” by applying a summation of sine 

waves of many different frequencies to the system. The system input and output are then filtered 

by frequency and compared to generate the magnitude and phase Bode plots. Since the filters are 

linear and the same filter is applied to both the input and output for a given frequency, the phase 

shift and amplitude ratio imparted by each filter should not affect the accuracy of the Bode plot. 

 

To test this theory, sine waves of frequencies from 0.1-2 Hz were generated at 0.1 Hz intervals 

and summed in Simulink. The resulting function of 19 sine waves was then selected as input for 

the 28th order system. After simulating the system in Simulink for 10,000 seconds, an output 
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waveform was obtained, and both the input and output waveforms were filtered for each 

frequency step in MATLAB using FIR filters. The amplitude ratios and phase shifts at each 

frequency were then compared and utilized to generate system Bode plots.  

 

Figure 3 presents a diagram summarizing the process, and Figure 4 presents a visual overview of 

the system in Simulink. Please note that the transfer function model is a converted version of the 

28th order state-space model, and both produced the same output. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Visual Diagram for Bode Analysis Using 19 Input Sine Waves 

 

 

Figure 4: Simulink Implementation of 19 Sine Waves Technique 
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Case 2: Bode Analysis Using 191 Sine Waves 

The process described in the previous subsection was repeated for sine waves from 0.1-2 Hz at 

0.01 Hz intervals, generating 191 sine waves and 191 discrete points on the Bode plot. Only 

small changes were made in implementation, including the use of IIR filters to improve 

calculation time and the method by which the input was generated. Instead of generating and 

summing the sine waves in Simulink, they were summed in MATLAB and imported to 

Simulink. Figure 5 displays the structure of the system in Simulink. 

 

 

Figure 5: Simulink Implementation of 191 Sine Waves Technique 
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Case 3: Bode Analysis Using White Noise with Sum of Sine Waves Method 

To examine the effect of white noise on the Bode analysis results, the Case 2 method was 

repeated, but with the input sum of sinusoids replaced by bandlimited white noise. Since the 

simulation was being carried out for a reasonably long time, it was hoped that the variations 

within the white noise would average out and a reasonably accurate Bode plot could be obtained. 

Figure 6 shows the Simulink configuration used to implement this test case. 

 

 

Figure 6: Simulink Implementation of Test Case 3 
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Case 4: Bode Analysis Using White Noise with FFT 

Executed in parallel with Case 3, Case 4 had the same goal: examine the effect of a white noise 

input on the Bode analysis results. However, this test case focused on the Bode magnitude plot, 

and implemented an alternative way to generate it using the FFT. As described in the 

Mathematical Background, the FFT can be used to generate an amplitude spectrum for a signal, 

and can easily be applied in MATLAB to both the system input and output signals. Then, the 

ratio of the output and input amplitudes for each frequency can be compared to generate a Bode 

magnitude plot. Figure 7 shows a graphical overview of this process, and Figure 8 shows the 

Simulink implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Visual Diagram for Bode Analysis Using FFT and White Noise Input 

 

 

Figure 8: Simulink Implementation of Test Case 4 
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Case 5: Observing Effect of Output Noise on Bode Results 

To investigate the effect of output noise on Bode plot accuracy, the Case 2 sine wave method 

was repeated for 2 different SNR levels, 42.4% and 4.24%. The resulting Bode plots for each 

case should highlight whether Bode analysis is suitable for an environment where introducing 

oscillations is unhealthy and a small SNR, ideally less than 1%, is required. 

 

Case 6: Applying Kalman Filtering with 191 Sine Waves Technique and Output Noise 

In this test case, the Case 2 sine wave method was repeated, but now with additive white noise at 

the output and a Kalman Filter. It was assumed that output noise variance was known, so the 

only parameter being manipulated was the choice of estimated system model. Two estimated 

system models were used: one was the accurate 28th-order model, and the other was an 

inaccurate estimated model. Figure 9 shows the configuration for this test case in Simulink. 

 

 

Figure 9: Simulink Implementation of Test Case 5 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

 

Test Case Results 

Preliminary Test Case 

The results for the preliminary test case are shown graphically in Figures 10 and 11. Though 

there is some slight random error due to reading off the Simulink oscilloscope, the dots 

associated with the estimated values match up well with the actually Bode magnitude and phase 

plots. 

 

 

Figure 10: Bode Magnitude Plot for Preliminary Test Case 
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Figure 11: Bode Phase Plot for Preliminary Test Case 

 

Case 1: Bode Analysis Using 19 Sine Waves 

The results for the Case 1 are shown visually in Figures 12 and 13. The results of Bode analysis 

again match up well with the true system, with much less error than was associated with reading 

off the oscilloscope for the preliminary test case. 

 

 

Figure 12: Bode Magnitude Plot for Case 1 
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Figure 13: Bode Phase Plot for Case 1 

 

Case 2: Bode Analysis Using 191 Sine Waves 

The results for the Case 2 are presented graphically in Figures 14-16. Again, and this time with a 

much higher definition, the Bode analysis results match the true system. Also, the measured 

phase jumps 360°, and must be corrected. 

 

Figure 14: Bode Magnitude Plot for Case 2 
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Figure 15: Bode Phase Plot for Case 2 

 

 

Figure 16: Bode Phase Plot for Case 2 (Adjusted for 360° Phase Jump) 

 

 
Case 3: Bode Analysis Using White Noise with Sum of Sine Waves Method 

When white noise is applied as an input in Case 3, the estimated Bode plots no longer accurately 

match the true system Bode plots, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. Though the estimated 
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magnitude plot does shadow the shape of the true system magnitude plot, it has a significant dB 

offset that indicates a major multiplication scaling factor.  Thus, this result is not useful. 

 

 

Figure 17: Estimated Bode Magnitude Plot for Case 3 

 

 

Figure 18: Estimated Bode Phase Plot for Case 3 
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Case 4: Bode Analysis Using White Noise with FFT 

When white noise is applied as an input, the estimated Bode magnitude plot does not match the 

true system plot, as shown in Figure 19. As in Case 3, the estimated magnitude plot noisily 

shadows the shape of the true system magnitude plot, but with a significant dB offset. This result 

indicates a major multiplication scaling factor issue, and this method is not practical. 

 

 

Figure 19: Estimated Bode Magnitude Plot for Case 4 

 

Case 5: Observing Effect of Output Noise on Bode Results 

The visual results from this experiment are shown in Figures 20-23. With a 42% SNR, the Bode 

plots are little changed. However, when the SNR drops to 4.2%, there is significant distortion of 

the magnitude plot, especially in the more attenuated regions, and the phase plot becomes 

unreliably jumpy. Since I do not want to inject large oscillations into the power system, I would 

want a good approximation of the Bode plots for an SNR of less than 1%. The observed result 

does not meet this requirement. 
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Figure 20: Effect of 40% SNR on Bode Magnitude Plot 

 

 

Figure 21: Effect of 40% SNR on Bode Phase Plot 
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Figure 22: Effect of 4% SNR on Bode Magnitude Plot 

 

 

Figure 23: Effect of 4% SNR on Bode Phase Plot 
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Case 6: Applying Kalman Filtering with 191 Sine Waves Technique and Output Noise 

Figures 24-27 visually demonstrate the results from applying a Kalman filter with a perfect 

system model and an imperfect system model.  While the ideal model case results are 

ambiguous, the results from the imperfect system model case indicate the sine wave method 

converges to the Bode plot of the chosen model, not the true system. Thus, no knowledge is 

gained from performing Bode analysis with output noise and a Kalman Filter. 

 

 

Figure 24: Kalman Filtering with Perfect System Model Bode Magnitude Plot 
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Figure 25: Kalman Filtering with Perfect System Model Bode Phase Plot 

 

 

Figure 26: Kalman Filtering with Imperfect System Model Bode Magnitude Plot 
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Figure 27: Kalman Filtering with Imperfect System Model Bode Phase Plot 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

Analysis of Results and Proposed Next Steps 

Despite some positive results, it is clear that Bode analysis is not a good technique to generate 

practical power system dynamic models. While accurate Bode plots could be generated in cases 

with no system noise, results were very poor in more practical systems with a low SNR ratio. In 

cases with a pure white noise input, my experiments demonstrated that accurate Bode magnitude 

or phase plots could not be generated by comparing the amplitudes and phases of input data with 

output data. In cases with output noise, a small amplitude input, and Kalman Filtering, it was 

demonstrated that the Bode plot results converged to the test system used in the Kalman filter, 

not to the true test system. 

 

Therefore, I will no longer pursue Bode analysis as a method for generating and tuning dynamic 

models. Instead, my future work will investigate model identification methods more resilient to 

system noise, including recursive parallel, equation error, and output error methods. Once 

effective modeling techniques are identified for linear systems, I will consider methods for 

modeling non-linear systems, and investigate the possibility of online parameter tuning for 

generators and other system components. To carry out this research, I will continue working with 

MATLAB, Simulink, and the System Identification Toolbox, and will study programming 

languages such as Python. I remain convinced that there is great opportunity to generate and 

validate dynamic system models in real time, and my future work will continue to pursue this 

goal. 
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